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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let (V, 1j * /I) b e a real or complex normed linear space. If T is a 
bounded linear operator from I/ into V let / 1 TI 1 be the usual supremum 
norm of T and let v(T) be the spectral radius defined by Y(T) = sup 
{IA : il E o(T)}, where o(T) = {A : A . is a complex number and AI - T 
is not invertible on (the complexification of) I’}. Then for any a 3 1 
there will be an operator T on V with / (TI l/v(T) = a (unless the dimension 
of I’ is 1). On the other hand, if (V, 11 . / 1) is a Hilbert space and T is 
normal, then Y(T) = 1ITIj. Th’ is note investigates another type of restric- 
tion on T which bounds the ratio IITII/v(T) away from infinity for finite 
dimensional spaces. This simple condition does not appear to have been 
considered previously. 
Suppose T varies through all invertible operators with v(T) and 
/IT-l/l both bounded above. In this case it is shown that if I’ is n-dimen- 
sional with n < CC then 1 IT/ 1 . 1s a so 1 b ounded and the bound is independent 
of the particular norm on I’. In certain infinite dimensional spaces 
/ 1 Tl1 is not bounded under the same conditions. 
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2. PRINCIPAL RESULTS 
For the sake of clarity we reduce the case of a linear operator T with 
arbitrary spectral radius to the case where V(T) < 1. This can be accom- 
plished by replacing T by y(T)-lT whenever T is an invertible operator. 
THEOREM 1. If n is a positive integer and B is a real nwaber, then 
there exists a real number S,‘(B) < 00 such that, if (V, ) / * jj,J is any normed 
n-dimensional real OY cona$ex vector space and T is any invertible linear 
operator on V with y(T) < 1 and )/T-ll~, < B, thelz jiT&, <S,‘(B). 
Notice that the one number S,‘(B) is asserted to be a bound for 
1 jTl jO in all possible norms 11 * 1 lo on V simultaneously. 
DEFINITION. Fern> landB> l,letS,(B) ~sup~,,,I,~,,,{~~p~{~~T/~O}}, 
where the outside supremum is over all normed n-dimensional real or 
complex vector spaces (V, Ii . 1 io) and the inside supremum is over all 
invertible linear operators T on V with y(T) < 1 and (lT-lll, < B. 
Thus S,(B) is the smallest constant that will serve in Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. If either n > 1 OY B > 1 is fixed, then S,(B) is a monotone 
non-decreasing function which tends to infinity with the other variable. If 
either n = 1 07 B = 1, then S,(B) = 1. 
COROLLARY. Let (V, (1. //J b e a normed finite dimensional real OY 
com$lex vector space and let S be a linear operator on V. Then //S-111, = 
I/S/1O-1 if and only if IL] = I/SI/,V)~EE~(S). If (V, I/. IlO) is a complex 
inner product space, then this is true if and only if S is a scalar multiple 
of a unitary operator. 
3. AUXILIARY RESULTS 
The proof of Theorem 1 depends on the l2 part of the following proposi- 
tion, which states that all norms in finite dimensional spaces are “uniformly 
equivalent” to l2 and 1” norms. 
PROPOSITION 3. If (V, /I - I/,,) 1s any normed n-dimensional real or 
complex vector space, then there is an 12 (inner product) norm 11 . /I2 and 
an 1” (supremum) norm /I * /Ia, on V such that: 
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for all x in V. 
The preceding proposition has an interesting corollary when the real 
case is restated in geometrical language. 
COROLLARY. If K is any closed, bounded, convex neighborhood of the 
origin in n-dinzensional Euclidean space such that x E K if and only if 
- x E K, then there exist n-dimensional solid ellipsoids E, and E, with 
E, c K G E, (parallelepipeds P, and P, with P, c K E Pz) centered at 
the origin and related by a rigid dilation with ratio less than or equal to n. 
No attempt has been made to improve the above ratio; it is conjectured 
that the sharp bound is smaller. 
4. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3 AND ITS COROLLARY 
There exist [4, p. 6161 linearly independent elements vr, . . . , v, of 
v, IlVil/o = 1, 1 <i < n, and linearly independent bounded linear func- 
tionals I,, . . . , 1, of norm one on V, satisfying Ii = 0 if i # j, Z,(VJ = 1, 
1 < i, j < n. For any x in I’, we can write x = cyzr tciui, cli = I,(x). We 
define llxI12 = (CT=r cri2)li2, IlxIl, = max,lcc,l; clearly 11. 11~ and 11. 11% 
are norms. 
llxl10 < Cr=, IG$ IIUuil10 = CyL, Iclil < nmax,I& = nllxlim; similarly 
/l~$,<n”~[;~11~. Forth e reverse bounds, 1 IxIl, = maxijail = max&(x)I < 
maxijIxI/O = lix]j,,; similarly llxli2 < n’i211xllo, and the proposition is 
proved. 
If K satisfies the hypotheses of the corollary, then it is the closed 
unit ball in V of a norm i/ . II,, defined via 11x1/o = inf(t > 0; t-lx E K}. 
Apply the proposition to this vector space so normed; the closed unit 
balls in the l2 and 1” norms guaranteed by the theorem give E,, E,, P,, P, 
when dilated by the obvious constants. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Let P’, II* 112) b e an n-dimensional real or complex vector space 
normed by an arbitrary inner product norm 11. lj2. Suppose there exists 
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a sequence of operators T, with l/Tj-ll(, < B, v(TJ < 1, and /1Tj//2 
tending to infinity. Since {U; 1 IU/l, < B, U mapping I’into I’> is compact, 
a subsequence Ty’ converges to some U, and hence a(T7’) converges 
to o(U). Thus zero is not in o(U), so U-l exists. Therefore the Tj’ converge 
to U-l. This contradicts the assumption on ( lTjl 12. Hence there exists 
a real number s,(B) < 00 with I ITi 1s < s,(B) for all T with j/T-l/ I2 < B 
and Y(T) < 1. Since all Hilbert spaces of dimension m over a particular 
scalar field are isomorphic, the constant s,(B) does not depend on the 
particular inner product norm chosen. By Proposition 3 the norm II * II,, 
of an arbitrary normed n-dimensional space V can be replaced by an 
inner product norm /I - 1 I2 with 11 TI lo < n/lT] I2 for all T defined on V. 
Thus ns,(nB) E S,‘(B) is a constant satisfying Theorem 1. 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM ” AND ITS COROLLARY 
If n > 1 is fixed and B increases, then the supremum in the definition 
of S,(B) is taken over a larger family of T and thus S,(B) is non-decreasing. 
Let B > 1 be fixed and let n’ > n. Let T be an operator with v(T) < 1 
and llTplll, < B on a normed n-dimensional real or complex vector 
space V. Let (W, I/ * 1 II) b e a normed (n’ - Iz)-dimensional space over 
the same field as V and give I’ @ W the norm / ~(TJ, w) 11 = max{ 1 IDI lo, 1 IwI II>. 
If I is the identity operator on W, then v(T @I) < 1, lI(T @1)-l/I = 
I/T-l 0111 = lIT-‘lI,, and IIT @I/I = max{/lT/l,, l}. Thus S,(B) >, 
S,(B). 
For a given n > 1, let (V, /I. 11) be th e n-dimensional real or complex 
Hilbert space. Let T, be defined by the matrix M, relative to some 
orthonormal basis : 
’ 0 B-1 
0 B-l 0 
M,= 
0' . 
. 0 . : &l 
,Bnpl 0 0 , 
Then v(T,) = 1, /IT,-111 = B, and 11 T, / j = Bn-‘. Thus S,(B) is bounded 
below by Be-’ and approaches infinity with n if B > 1 and with B if 
n > 1. 
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If 12 = 1 ando = (A}, then llrll = 111, I]T-llj = II-l/, soSi(B) = 1 
for all B > 1. 
For the last part of the theorem, if V is a real vector space we replace 
it by its complexification normed so that the norms of all extended 
operators remain the same [2, p. 61; thus V is assumed complex. For 
convenience we write U = T-l. 
We now have (ill > 1 for I E o(U) and \/UI( < 1. Since Y(U) < j\Ulj 
for any induced operator norm, 121 = 1 for I in o(U) and l\Ujl = 1. For 
all positive integers m, j [ U”\ ( < (1 U/ 1% = 1. If the Jordan form of any 
matrix representing U were not diagonal, then I/VI 1 would grow with 
m without bound; thus, relative to a suitable basis, the matrix M defining 
U is diagonal with entries il,, . . . , ii,. Let Aj = eszdi, i = 1, . ..,n. A 
classical result of diophantine approximation theory [l, p. 141 is as follows : 
if d,,..., d, are real numbers, then there exist infinitely many positive 
integers q such that max,,jGn(qdj) tends to zero, where (t) is the distance 
of the real number t from the nearest integer. For such a sequence of 
positive integers qk, the matrix Mqk defining Uqk clearly converges to the 
identity matrix, and hence Uqk and Upqk both tend to the identity operator. 
Therefore JJT11 = )/U-llj = /jU-qkUqk-ljl < IjU-qklJ /jUqk-*/) = JIUpqkj), 
which converges to I(11  = 1. Therefore we have S,(l) = 1. 
The corollary follows trivially by writing T = / 1s 1 10S-l and then using 
a well-known characterization of unitary operators. 
The corollary has been proved for inner product spaces by N. Aronszajn 
(private communication) using results on the numerical range and by 
S. T. Kuroda (private communication) using Weyl’s lemma. 
7. INFINITE DIMENSIONAL SPACES 
Let (v, )I * 11) be 12(4 and for t > 1 define [3] T, as the operator on 
V into V given, for u in V, by 
For n > 1, jjT,n(I = t, so Y(TJ = 1; also T,-l exists and I IT,-11 j = 1. 
Since jjTtjl = t however we have S,(l) = 00 and hence also S,(B) = by 
for all B > 1. Thus the last statement of Theorem 2, that S,(l) = 1 or 
even that S,(B) is finite for B > 1, is not valid in general for +z = co. 
In addition, since 111 = 1 = j I T,-ll j for 1 EC( T,-l) although ) 1 (T,-I)-11 1 = t, 
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we see that the corollary to Theorem 2, in particular that (ill = I/T/I 
for L 6 o(T) implies 1IT-l() = IIT1/-l, is not valid in general for n = co. 
One question however remains open: Let B > 1 and let (V, /I . 11) be an 
infinite dimensional normed linear space. Do there necessarily exist linear 
operators T on V with V(T) ,( 1, /IT-l/j < B, and I/T// arbitrarily large ? 
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